
®

The Stronger
Natural Hand Wash

Alternative

PINERITE®



However You Get Your Hands Dirty, Pinerite® 
Soap is the Best Way to Get Them Clean Again.



PINERITE® has the 
cleaning properties of 

Borax and natural pine.

It cleans better than 
industrial soaps but 

without harsh solvents.

Ideal for regular hand 
washing as well as removing 

heavy dirt and grime.

Cleans off grease, stains, 
dirt, paint, wood sap, dyes, 

ink, odors, etc.

A little powder goes a long 
way. You’ll get 200 or more 
washings per 10 ounce jar.

NATURAL INGREDIENTS SOAP FOR EVERYONE GENTLE ON SKIN POWERFUL CLEAN ECONOMICAL

THE PINERITE® DIFFERENCE



Forest Friendly

Our Patented Process to 
Make Pine Tree Powder 
Ensures this is the Only 

Product of its Kind

An Alternative Use for Logging 
Pine Slash, a Waste that is 

Normally Burned, Releasing 
CARBON

All Natural
Formulated with 

Responsibly-Sourced Colorado 
Beetle-Kill Pine, Brightening Borax, 

and Moisturizing Lanolin

Powerful Yet Gentle Skin Cleaner



Outdoorsmen love that 
Pinerite® eliminates odors, 

is biodegradable and 
safe for the environment. 

Toss in your tacklebox, 
backpack or glove 

compartment

50+ WASHES
2oz |57g

Pinerite® Soap is the 
only all-natural soap 
powerful enough to 

compete as a cleaner.

Superior cleaning 
without harsh chemicals. 
Enriched with lanolin to 
be gentle on your skin.

Perfect size to keep 
next to the sink for 

everyday use

250+ WASHES 500+ WASHES 1450+ WASHES
10 oz |283g 20 oz |567g

Economical,  easy gri p 
shaker is perfect for the 

studio or shop

Pinerite® is the only heavy 
duty soap that removes 
diesel odor while cutting 

through grease. 

4  pounds

Bulk container is ideal 
for refilling shaker or 

dispenser



Katie Pinerite® Gently 
Washes and Softens Your 
Skin While Cleaning Off 

The Toughest Dirt.

With the same powerful cleaning ability as regular Pinerite® 
plus a premium skin softener and finer soap base, Katie 

Pinerite® gently scrubs and softens skin. Perfect for 
removing makeup, a foot pedicure, and anything in between.

80+
WASHES



PINERITE® has the 
cleaning properties of 

Borax and natural pine.

It cleans better than 
industrial soaps but 

without harsh solvents.

Ideal for regular hand 
washing as well as removing 

heavy dirt and grime.

Cleans off grease, stains, 
dirt, paint, wood sap, dyes, 

ink, odors, etc.

A little powder goes a long 
way. You’ll get 200 or more 
washings per 10 ounce jar.

The Pinerite® 
Family of products 

are easy to use, 
will not freeze and 
have an extremely 

long shelf life



Perfect for Refilling Your Shaker or Dispenser 
Where Multiple Daily Handwashings are Necessary

Our Sidekick is a Great 
Way to Introduce 
Pinerite® to Your 

Customers.

· Attention grabbing display
· Increases incremental impulse sales
· Does not disrupt current inline sets
· Shows the product key features and

what it offers customers

Pre-loaded Gravity Fed Sidekick

120 Piece 2oz | 57g Bottles



100% MADE
IN THE USA

Every Ingredient that 
Goes Into Pinerite® is 

Made in the USA,
Even Our Containers!



With the same powerful cleaning ability as regular Pinerite® 
plus a premium skin softener and finer soap base, Katie 

Pinerite® gently scrubs and softens skin. Perfect for 
removing makeup, a foot pedicure, and anything in between.

PINERITE

Sales@ValueMaxProducts.com | 517.736.3533
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